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Editorial

Dear Colleagues,

It is my pleasure to present you the 158th issue of the Magellanic Clouds Newsletter.

X-rays, red supergiants, dark matter, fullerenes... who’d have guessed we’d be talking Magellanic Clouds here!

Don’t forget the Magellanic Clouds meeting in Garching bei München in September:
https://www.eso.org/sci/meetings/2019/magellanic clouds.html

The next issue is planned to be distributed on the 1st of June.

Editorially Yours,

Jacco van Loon
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Refereed Journal Papers

On the possibility of disk-fed formation in supergiant high-mass X-ray
binaries

Ali Taani1, Shigeyuki Karino2, Liming Song3, Mashhoor Al-Wardat4, Awni Khasawneh5 and Mohammad K.

Mardini6,7

1Physics Department, Faculty of Science, Al-Balqa Applied University, 19117 Salt, Jordan
2Faculty of Science and Engineering, Kyushu Sangyo University, 2-3-1 Matsukadai, Higashi-ku, Fukuoka 813-8503, Japan
3Key Laboratory of Particle Astrophysics, Institute of High Energy Physics, Chinese Academy of Sciences, Beijing 100049, China
4Department of Physics, Al al-Bayt University,Mafraq 25113, Jordan
5Royal Jordanian Geographic Center, Amman 11941, Jordan
6Key Lab of Optical Astronomy, National Astronomical Observatories, Chinese Academy of Sciences, Beijing 100101, China
7University of Chinese Academy of Sciences, Beijing 100049, China

We consider the existence of a neutron star magnetic field by the detected cyclotron lines. We collected data on nine
sources of high-mass X-ray binaries with supergiant companions as a test case for our model, to demonstrate their
distribution and evolution. The wind velocity, spin period and magnetic field strength are studied under different
mass-loss rates. In our model, correlations between mass-loss rate and wind velocity are found and can be tested
in further observations. We examine the parameter space where wind accretion is allowed, avoiding the barrier of
rotating magnetic fields, with robust data on the magnetic field of neutron stars. Our model shows that most sources
(six of nine systems) can be fed by the wind with relatively slow velocity, and this result is consistent with previous
predictions. In a few sources, our model cannot fit the standard wind accretion scenario. In these peculiar cases, other
scenarios (disk formation, partial Roche lobe overflow) should be considered. This would provide information about
the evolutionary tracks of various types of binaries, and thus exhibit a clear dichotomy behavior in wind-fed X-ray
binary systems.

Published in Research in Astronomy and Astrophysics
Available from http://arxiv.org/abs/1809.01213
and from http://www.raa-journal.org/raa/index.php/raa/article/view/4245

Helium enrichment in intermediate-age Magellanic Clouds clusters:
towards a ubiquity of multiple stellar populations?

W. Chantereau1, M. Salaris1, N. Bastian1 and S. Martocchia2,1

1Astrophysics Research Institute, Liverpool John Moores University, 146 Brownlow Hill, Liverpool L3 5RF, UK
2European Southern Observatory, Karl-Schwarzschild-Straße 2, D-85748 Garching bei München, Germany

Intermediate-age star clusters in the Magellanic Clouds harbour signatures of the multiple stellar populations long
thought to be restricted to old globular clusters. We compare synthetic horizontal branch models with Hubble Space
Telescope photometry of clusters in the Magellanic Clouds, with age between ∼ 2 and ∼ 10 Gyr, namely NGC121,
Lindsay 1, NGC339, NGC416, Lindsay 38, Lindsay 113, Hodge 6 and NGC1978. We find a clear signature of initial
helium abundance spreads (∆Y ) in four out of these eight clusters (NGC121, Lindsay 1, NGC339, NGC416) and
we quantify the value of ∆Y . For two clusters (Lindsay 38, Lindsay 113) we can only determine an upper limit for
∆Y , whilst for the two youngest clusters in our sample (Hodge 6 and NGC1978) no conclusion about the existence
of an initial He spread can be reached. Our ∆Y estimates are consistent with the correlation between maximum
He abundance spread and mass of the host cluster found in Galactic globular clusters. This result strengthens the
emerging view that the formation of multiple stellar populations is a standard process in massive star clusters, not
limited to a high-redshift environment.

Accepted for publication in MNRAS
Available from http://arxiv.org/abs/1902.01806
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The SMC X-ray binary SXP4.78: a new Type II outburst and the
identification and study of the optical counterpart

Itumeleng Monageng1, Malcolm Coe2, Lee Townsend3, David Buckley1, Vanessa McBride1, Paul Roche4, Jammie

Kennea5, Andrzej Udalski6 and Phil Evans7

1South African Astronomical Observatory, South Africa
2Physics & Astronomy, University of Southampton, UK
3Department of Astronomy, University of Cape Town, South Africa
4School of Physics & Astronomy, Cardiff University, UK
5Department of Astronomy and Astrophysics, The Pennsylvania State University, USA
6Warsaw University Observatory, Poland
7University of Leicester, X-ray and Observational Astronomy Research Group, Leicester Institute for Space and Earth Observation, UK

SXP4.78 was originally discovered in 2000 as a pulsar in the Small Magellanic Cloud (SMC) by the Rossi X-ray
Timing Explorer (RXTE) but it was not spatially located at that time. A new detection in 2018 with the Neil Gehrels

Swift telescope during a Type II outburst permitted its position to be accurately located and its optical counterpart
identified. We report X-ray and optical monitoring covering epochs before and during the outburst. Using photometric
data we show the long-term variability of the Be disc where we present flux and colour changes associated with the
disc growth and decay over a period of ∼ 6000 days. We show evidence of disc growth during the recent outburst
through an increase in the Hα equivalent width and photometric flux. Period analysis was performed using both
optical photometric and spectroscopic data, but with no significant detection of an orbital period. A modest periodic
signature of 2.65 days was detected from the OGLE I band data, however, but we attribute that to the non-radial
pulsations (NRPs) of the Be star. We also obtained a blue spectrum from the Southern African Large Telescope
(SALT) which permits us to classify the spectral type as B0.5 IV–V.

Submitted to MNRAS
Available from http://arxiv.org/abs/1902.00677

A 3D view of molecular hydrogen in Supernova 1987A

J. Larsson1, J. Spyromilio2, C. Fransson3, R. Indebetouw4, M. Matsuura5, F.J. Abellan6, P. Cigan5, H. Gomez5 and

B. Leibundgut2

1KTH, Stockholm, Sweden
2ESO, Garching, Germany
3Stockholm University, Sweden
4University of Virginia, USA
5Cardiff University, UK
6University of Valencia, Spain

SN 1987A is the only young SN in which H2 has been detected in the ejecta. The properties of the H2 are important
for understanding the explosion and the ejecta chemistry. Here we present new VLT/SINFONI observations of H2 in
SN1987A, focussing on the 2.12-µm (1,0)S(1) line. We find that the 3D emissivity is dominated by a single clump in
the southern ejecta, with weaker emission being present in the north along the plane of the circumstellar ring. The
lowest observed velocities are in the range 400–800 km s−1, in agreement with previous limits on inward mixing of H.
The brightest regions of H2 coincide with faint regions of Hα, which can be explained by Hα being powered by X-ray
emission from the ring, while the H2 is powered by 44Ti. A comparison with ALMA observations of other molecules
and dust shows that the brightest regions of H2, CO, and SiO occupy different parts of the inner ejecta and that
the brightest H2 clump coincides with a region of very weak dust emission. The latter is consistent with theoretical
predictions that the H2 should form in the gas phase rather than on dust grains.

Accepted for publication in ApJ
Available from http://arxiv.org/abs/1901.11235
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Hunting for the dark matter wake induced by the Large Magellanic
Cloud

Nicolas Garavito-Camargo1, Gurtina Besla1, Chervin F.P. Laporte2, Kathryn V. Johnston3, Facundo A. Gómez4,5

and Laura L. Watkins6,7

1University of Arizona, USA
2Department of Physics and Astronomy, University of Victoria, Canada
3Department of Astronomy, Columbia University, USA
4Instituto de Investigación Multidisciplinar en Ciencia y Tecnoloǵıa, Universidad de la Serena, Chile
5Departamento de F́ısica y Astronomı́a, Universidad de La Serena, Chile
6Space Telescope Science Institute, USA
7European Southern Observatory, Germany

Satellite galaxies are predicted to generate gravitational density wakes as they orbit within the dark matter (DM)
halos of their hosts, causing their orbits to decay over time. The recent infall of the Milky Way’s (MW) most massive
satellite galaxy, the Large Magellanic Cloud (LMC), affords us the unique opportunity to study this process in action.
In this work, we present high-resolution (mdm = 4× 104 M⊙) N -body simulations of the MW–LMC interaction over
the past 2 Gyr. We quantify the impact of the LMC’s passage on the density and kinematics of the MW’s DM halo
and the observability of these structures in the MW’s stellar halo. The LMC is found to generate pronounced Local
and Global wakes in both the DM and stellar halos, leads to both local overdensities and distinct kinematic patterns
that should be observable with ongoing and future surveys. Specifically, the Global Wake will result in redshifted
radial velocities of stars in the North and blueshifts in the South, at distances larger than 45 kpc. The Local Wake
traces the orbital path of the LMC through the halo (50–200 kpc), resulting in a stellar overdensity with a distinct,
tangential kinematic pattern that persists to the present day. The detection of the MW’s halo response will constrain:
the infall mass of the LMC and its orbital trajectory, the mass of the MW, and it may inform us about the nature of
the dark matter particle itself.

Submitted to ApJ
Available from http://arxiv.org/abs/1902.05089

Constraining the thermally-pulsing asymptotic giant branch phase with
resolved stellar populations in the Small Magellanic Cloud

Giada Pastorelli1, Paola Marigo1, Léo Girardi2, Yang Chen1, Stefano Rubele1,2, Michele Trabucchi1, Bernhard

Aringer1, Sara Bladh1,3, Alessandro Bressan4, Josefina Montalbán1, Martha L. Boyer5, Julianne J. Dalcanton6,

Kjell Eriksson3, Martin A.T. Groenewegen7, Susanne Höfner3, Thomas Lebzelter8, Ambra Nanni1, Philip

Rosenfield9, Peter R. Wood10 and Maria-Rosa L. Cioni11

1Dipartimento di Fisica e Astronomia Galileo Galilei, Università di Padova, Vicolo dell’Osservatorio 3, I-35122 Padova, Italy
2Osservatorio Astronomico di Padova – INAF, Vicolo dell’Osservatorio 5, I-35122 Padova, Italy
3Theoretical Astrophysics, Department of Physics and Astronomy, Uppsala University, Box 516, SE-751 20 Uppsala, Sweden
4SISSA, via Bonomea 365, I-34136 Trieste, Italy
5STScI, 3700 San Martin Drive, Baltimore, MD 21218, USA
6Department of Astronomy, University of Washington, Box 351580, Seattle, WA 98195, USA
7Koninklijke Sterrenwacht van België, Ringlaan 3, 1180 Brussel, Belgium
8University of Vienna, Department of Astrophysics, Türkenschanzstraße 17, A1180 Vienna, Austria
9Eureka Scientific, Inc., 2452 Delmer Street, Oakland CA 94602, USA
10Research School of Astronomy and Astrophysics, Australian National University, Canberra, ACT2611, Australia
11Leibniz-Institut für Astrophysik Potsdam, An der Sternwarte 16, D-14482 Potsdam, Germany

The thermally-pulsing asymptotic giant branch (TP-AGB) experienced by low-and intermediate-mass stars is one of
the most uncertain phases of stellar evolution and the models need to be calibrated with the aid of observations. To
this purpose, we couple high-quality observations of resolved stars in the Small Magellanic Cloud (SMC) with detailed
stellar population synthesis simulations computed with the trilegal code. The strength of our approach relies on
the detailed spatially-resolved star formation history of the SMC, derived from the deep near-infrared photometry of
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the VISTA survey of the Magellanic Clouds, as well as on the capability to quickly and accurately explore a wide
variety of parameters and effects with the colibri code for the TP-AGB evolution. Adopting a well-characterized
set of observations – star counts and luminosity functions – we set up a calibration cycle along which we iteratively
change a few key parameters of the TP-AGB models until we eventually reach a good fit to the observations. Our
work leads to identify two best-fitting models that mainly differ in the efficiencies of the third dredge-up and mass loss
in TP-AGB stars with initial masses larger than about 3 M⊙. On the basis of these calibrated models we provide a
full characterization of the TP-AGB stellar population in the SMC in terms of stellar parameters (initial masses, C/O
ratios, carbon excess, mass-loss rates). Extensive tables of isochrones including these improved models are publicly
available.

Accepted for publication in MNRAS
Available from http://arxiv.org/abs/1903.04499

Binary red supergiants II: Discovering and characterizing B-type
companions

Kathryn F. Neugent1, Emily M. Levesque1, Phil Massey2 and Nidia I. Morrell3

1University of Washington, USA
2Lowell Observatory, USA
3Las Campanas Observatory, Chile

The percentage of massive main sequence OB stars in binary systems is thought to be as high as 100%. However,
very few Galactic binary red supergiants (RSGs) have been identified, despite the fact that these stars are the evolved
descendants of OB stars. As shown in our recent paper, binary RSGs will likely have B-type companions, as dictated
by stellar evolution considerations. Such a system will have a very unique photometric signature due to the shape
of the spectral energy distribution. Using photometric cut-offs it should therefore be possible to detect candidate
RSG+B star binary systems. Here we present our spectoscopic follow-up observations of such candidates. Out of
our initial list of 280 candidates in M31 and M33, we observed 149 and confirmed 63 as newly discovered RSG+B
star binary systems. Additional spectra of four candidate systems in the Small Magellanic Cloud confirmed all of
them as new RSG+B star binaries including the first known RSG+Be star system. By fitting bstar06 and marcs

model atmospheres to the newly-obtained spectra we place estimates on the temperatures and subtypes of both the B
stars and RSGs. Overall, we have found 87 new RSG+B star binary systems in M31, M33 and the Small and Large
Magellanic Clouds. Our future studies are aimed at determining the binary fraction of RSGs.

Accepted for publication in ApJ
Available from http://arxiv.org/abs/1903.06181

Type II Cepheids pulsating in the first overtone from the OGLE survey

I. Soszyński1, R. Smolec2, A. Udalski1 and P. Pietrukowicz1

1Warsaw University Observatory, Al. Ujazdowskie 4, PL-00-478 Warszawa, Poland
2Nicolaus Copernicus Astronomical Center of the Polish Academy of Sciences, ul. Bartycka 18, PL-00-716 Warszawa, Poland

We report the discovery of the first type II Cepheids (BLHerculis stars) pulsating solely in the first overtone. We
found two such objects among tens of millions of stars regularly observed by the OGLE survey in the Large Magellanic
Cloud. Our classification and the pulsation mode identification is based on the position of these stars on the period–
luminosity and color–magnitude diagrams and on the light curve analysis. We discuss why single-mode first-overtone
BLHer pulsators must be very rare. For the two discovered stars we present non-linear models that successfully
reproduce their light variation. These models indicate that both first-overtone pulsators should be more massive than
it is typically assumed for BLHer stars, i.e. their masses should be above 0.75 M⊙. However, the higher mass requires
higher luminosity to match the observed periods of the stars, which is inconsistent with observations.

Published in The Astrophysical Journal
Available from http://arxiv.org/abs/1902.02352
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Photometric determination of the mass accretion rates of pre-main
sequence stars. VI. The case of LH95 in the Large Magellanic Cloud

Katia Biazzo1, Giacomo Beccari2, Guido De Marchi3 and Nino Panagia4,5

1INAF – Osservatorio Astrofisico di Catania, Via Santa Sofia 78, I-95123 Catania, Italy
2European Southern Observatory, Karl-Schwarzschild-Str. 2, 85748 Garching bei München, Germany
3European Space Research and Technology Centre, Keplerlaan 1, 2200 AG Noordwijk, The Netherlands
4Space Telescope Science Institute, 3700 San Martin Drive, Baltimore MD 21218, USA
5Supernova Limited, OYV #131, Northsound Rd., Virgin Gorda VG1150, Virgin Islands, UK

We report on the accretion properties of low-mass stars in the LH95 association within the Large Magellanic Cloud
(LMC). Using non-contemporaneous wide-band optical and narrow-band Hα photometry obtained with the Hubble

Space Telescope, we identify 245 low-mass pre-main sequence (PMS) candidates showing Hα excess emission above
the 4σ level. We derive their physical parameters, including effective temperatures, luminosities, masses (M⋆), ages,
accretion luminosities, and mass accretion rates (Ṁacc). We identify two different stellar populations: younger than
∼ 8 Myr with median Ṁacc ∼ 5.4 × 10−8 M⊙ yr−1 (and M⋆ ∼ 0.15–1.8 M⊙) and older than ∼ 8 Myr with median
Ṁacc ∼ 4.8 × 10−9 M⊙ yr−1 (and M⋆ ∼ 0.6–1.2 M⊙). We find that the younger PMS candidates are assembled in
groups around Be stars, while older PMS candidates are uniformly distributed within the region without evidence
of clustering. We find that Ṁacc in LH95 decreases with time more slowly than what is observed in Galactic star-
forming regions (SFRs). This agrees with the recent interpretation according to which higher metallicity limits the
accretion process both in rate and duration due to higher radiation pressure. The Ṁacc–M⋆ relationship shows different
behaviour at different ages, becoming progressively steeper at older ages, indicating that the effects of mass and age on
Ṁacc cannot be treated independently. With the aim to identify reliable correlations between mass, age, and Ṁacc, we
used for our PMS candidates a multivariate linear regression fit between these parameters. The comparison between
our results with those obtained in other SFRs of our Galaxy and the Magellanic Clouds confirms the importance of
the metallicity for the study of the Ṁacc evolution in clusters with different environmental conditions.

Accepted for publication in The Astrophysical Journal
Available from http://arxiv.org/abs/1903.07610

The VLT-FLAMES Tarantula Survey. XXX. Red stragglers in the
clusters Hodge 301 and SL 639

N. Britavskiy1, D. Lennon2, L. Patrick1, C. Evans3, A. Herrero1, N. Langer4, J.Th. van Loon5, J.S. Clark6, F.R.N.

Schneider7, L.A. Almeida8, H. Sana9, A. de Koter10 and W.D. Taylor3

1Instituto de Astrof́ısica de Canarias, E-38205 La Laguna, Tenerife, Spain
2ESA, European Space Astronomy Centre, Apdo. de Correos 78, E-28691 Villanueva de la Cañada, Madrid, Spain
3UK Astronomy Technology Centre, Royal Observatory, Blackford Hill, Edinburgh, EH9 3HJ, UK
4Argelander-Institut für Astronomie der Universität Bonn, Auf dem Hügel 71, 53121 Bonn, Germany
5Lennard-Jones Laboratories, Keele University, Staffordshire, ST5 5BG, United Kingdom
6School of Physical Sciences, The Open University, Walton Hall, Milton Keynes, MK7 6AA, United Kingdom
7Department of Physics, University of Oxford, Denys Wilkinson Building, Keble Road, Oxford OX1 3RH, United Kingdom
8Departamento de F́ısica Teórica e Experimental, Universidade Federal do Rio Grande do Norte, CP 1641, Natal, RN, 59072-970, Brazil
9Institute of astrophysics, K.U. Leuven, Celestijnlaan 200D, 3001, Leuven, Belgium
10Anton Pannekoek Institute for Astronomy, University of Amsterdam, 1090 GE Amsterdam, The Netherlands

We estimate physical parameters for the late-type massive stars observed as part of the VLT-FLAMES Tarantula
Survey (VFTS) in the 30Doradus region of the Large Magellanic Cloud (LMC). The observational sample comprises
20 candidate red supergiants (RSGs) which are the reddest ((B−V ) > 1 mag) and brightest (V < 16 mag) objects in
the VFTS. We use optical and near-IR photometry to estimate their temperatures and luminosities, and introduce the
luminosity–age diagram to estimate their ages. We derive physical parameters for our targets, including temperatures
from a new calibration of (J − Ks)0 colour for luminous cool stars in the LMC, luminosities from their J-band
magnitudes (thence radii), and ages from comparisons with state-of-the-art evolutionary models. We show that
interstellar extinction is a significant factor for our targets, highlighting the need to take it into account in analysis
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of the physical parameters of RSGs. We find that some of the candidate RSGs could be massive AGB stars. The
apparent ages of the RSGs in the Hodge 301 and SL 639 clusters show a significant spread (12–24 Myr). We also apply
our approach to the RSG population of the relatively nearby NGC2100 cluster, finding a similarly large spread. We
argue that the effects of mass-transfer in binaries may lead to more massive and luminous RSGs (which we call ‘red
stragglers’) than expected from single-star evolution, and that the true cluster ages correspond to the upper limit of
the estimated RSG ages. In this way, the RSGs can serve as a new and potentially reliable age tracer in young star
clusters. The corresponding analysis yields ages of 24+5

−3 Myr for Hodge 301, 22+6
−5 Myr for SL 639, and 23+4

−2 Myr for
NGC2100.

Accepted for publication in A&A
Available from http://arxiv.org/abs/1902.09891

Discovery of a pulsar-powered bow shock nebula in the Small
Magellanic Cloud supernova remnant DEMS5

Rami Z.E. Alsaberi1 et al.

1Western Sydney University, Australia

We report the discovery of a new Small Magellanic Cloud Pulsar Wind Nebula (PWN) at the edge of the Supernova
Remnant (SNR) DEMS5. The pulsar powered object has a cometary morphology similar to the Galactic PWN
analogs PSRB1951+32 and ”the mouse”. It is travelling supersonically through the interstellar medium. We estimate
the Pulsar kick velocity to be in the range of 700–2000 km s−1 for an age between 28–10 kyr. The radio spectral
index for this SNR–PWN–pulsar system is flat (−0.29± 0.01) consistent with other similar objects. We infer that the
putative pulsar has a radio spectral index of −1.8, which is typical for Galactic pulsars. We searched for dispersion
measures (DMs) up to 1000 cm−3 pc but found no convincing candidates with a S/N greater than 8. We produce a
polarisation map for this PWN at 5500 MHz and find a mean fractional polarisation of P ∼ 23 per cent. The X-ray
power-law spectrum (Γ ∼ 2) is indicative of non-thermal synchrotron emission as is expected from a PWN–pulsar
system. Finally, we detect DEMS5 in Infrared (IR) bands. Our IR photometric measurements strongly indicate the
presence of shocked gas which is expected for SNRs. However, it is unusual to detect such IR emission in a SNR with
a supersonic bow-shock PWN. We also find a low-velocity H i cloud of ∼ 107 km s−1 which is possibly interacting
with DEMS5. SNR DEMS5 is the first confirmed detection of a pulsar-powered bow shock nebula found outside the
Galaxy.

Submitted to Monthly Notices of the Royal Astronomical Society
Available from http://arxiv.org/abs/1903.03226

Constraining mixing in massive stars in the Small Magellanic Cloud

Abel Schootemeijer1, Norbert Langer1, Nathan Grin1 and Chen Wang1

1Argelander-Institut für Astronomie, Germany

Context: The evolution of massive stars is strongly influenced by internal mixing processes such as semi-convection,
convective core overshooting, and rotationally induced mixing. None of these is currently well constrained.
Aims: We investigate models for massive stars in the Small Magellanic Cloud (SMC). We aim to constrain the various
mixing efficiencies by comparing model results to observations.
Methods: We use the stellar evolution code mesa to compute more than 60 grids of detailed evolutionary models for
stars with initial masses of 9 to 100 M⊙, in each grid assuming different combinations of mixing efficiencies.
Results: We find that for most of the combinations of the mixing efficiencies, models in a wide mass range spend
core-helium burning either only as blue supergiants, or only as red supergiants. The latter case corresponds to models
that maintain a shallow slope of the hydrogen/helium (H/He) gradient separating the core and the envelope of the
models. Only a small part of the mixing parameter space leads to models that produce a significant number of blue and
red supergiants, which both exist abundantly in the SMC. Interestingly, these models contain steep H/He gradients,
as is required to understand the hot, hydrogen-rich Wolf–Rayet stars in the SMC. We find that unless it is very fast,
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rotation has a limited effect on the H/He profiles in our models.
Conclusions: While we use specific implementations of the considered mixing processes, they comprehensively probe
the two first order structural parameters: the core mass and the H/He gradient in the core-envelope interface. Our
results imply that, in massive stars, the H/He gradients above the helium cores become very steep. Our model grids
can be tested with future observational surveys of the massive stars in the SMC, and thereby help to considerably
reduce the uncertainties in models of massive star evolution.

Accepted for publication in Astronomy and Astrophysics
Available from http://arxiv.org/abs/1903.10423

The VISCACHA survey – I. Overview and first results

F. Maia1, B. Dias2,3, J.F.C. Santos Jr.4, L.O. Kerber5, E. Bica6, A.E. Piatti7,8, B. Barbuy1 et al.

1Universidade de São Paulo – IAG, Brazil
2ESO, Chile
3Universidad Andrés Bello, Chile
4Universidade Federal de Minas Gerais, Brazil
5Universidade Estadual de Santa Cruz, Brazil
6Universidade Federal do Rio Grande do Sul, Brazil
7Consejo Nacional de Investigaciones Cient́ıficas y Técnicas, Argentina
8Observatorio Astronómico de Córdoba, Argentina

The VISCACHA (VIsible Soar photometry of star Clusters in tApii and Coxi HuguA) Survey is an ongoing project
based on deep photometric observations of Magellanic Cloud star clusters, collected using the SOuthern Astrophysical
Research (SOAR) telescope together with the SOAR Adaptive Module Imager. Since 2015 more than 200 h of telescope
time were used to observe about 130 stellar clusters, most of them with low mass (M < 104 M⊙) and/or located in the
outermost regions of the Large Magellanic Cloud and the Small Magellanic Cloud. With this high-quality data set, we
homogeneously determine physical properties from statistical analysis of colour–magnitude diagrams, radial density
profiles, luminosity functions, and mass functions. Ages, metallicities, reddening, distances, present-day masses, mass
function slopes, and structural parameters for these clusters are derived and used as a proxy to investigate the interplay
between the environment in the Magellanic Clouds and the evolution of such systems. In this first paper we present
the VISCACHA Survey and its initial results, concerning the SMC clusters AM3, K 37, HW20, and NGC796 and the
LMC ones KMHK228, OHSC3, SL 576, SL 61, and SL 897, chosen to compose a representative subset of our cluster
sample. The project’s long-term goals and legacy to the community are also addressed.

Published in MNRAS, 484, 5702 (2019)
Available from http://arxiv.org/abs/1902.01959

The expansion of the forward shock of 1E 0102.2−7219 in X-rays

Xi Long1,2, Terrance J. Gaetz3, Paul P. Plucinsky3, John P. Hughes4 and Daniel J. Patnaude3

1Key Laboratory for Particle Astrophysics, Institute of High Energy Physics, Chinese Academy of Sciences,Beijing 100049, P.R. China;

longx@ihep.ac.cn
2University of Chinese Academy of Sciences,Beijing 100049, P.R. China
3Harvard-Smithsonian Center for Astrophysics, 60 Garden St., Cambridge, MA 02138, USA;

tgaetz@cfa.harvard.edu, pplucinsky@cfa.harvard.edu, dpatnaude@cfa.harvard.edu
4Department of Physics and Astronomy, Rutgers University, 136 Frelinghuysen Road, Piscataway, NJ 08854-8109, USA;

jph@physics.rutgers.edu

We measure the expansion of the forward shock of the Small Magellanic Cloud supernova remnant 1E 0102.2−7219
in X-rays using Chandra X-Ray Observatory on-axis Advanced CCD Imaging Spectrometer (ACIS) observations from
1999–2016. We estimate an expansion rate of 0.025% ±0.006% yr−1 and a blast-wave velocity of 1.61± 0.37× 103 km
s−1. Assuming partial electron–ion equilibration via Coulomb collisions and cooling due to adiabatic expansion, this
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velocity implies a postshock electron temperature of 0.84±0.20 keV which is consistent with the estimate of 0.68±0.05
keV based on the X-ray spectral analysis. We combine the expansion rate with the blast wave and reverse shock radii
to generate a grid of one-dimensional models for a range of ejecta masses (2–6 M⊙) to constrain the explosion energy,
age, circumstellar density, swept-up mass, and unshocked-ejecta mass. We find acceptable solutions for a constant
density ambient medium and for an r−2 power-law profile (appropriate for a constant progenitor stellar wind). For the
constant density case, we find an age of ∼ 1700 yr, explosion energies 0.87–2.61×1051 erg, ambient densities 0.85–2.54
amu cm−3, swept-up masses 22–66 M⊙, and unshocked-ejecta masses 0.05–0.16 M⊙. For the power-law density profile,
we find an age of ∼ 2600 yr, explosion energies 0.34–1.02× 1051 erg, densities 0.22–0.66 amu cm−3 at the blast wave,
swept-up masses 17–52 M⊙, and unshocked-ejecta masses 0.06–0.18 M⊙. Assuming the true explosion energy was
0.5–1.5 × 1051 erg, ejecta masses 2–3.5 M⊙ are favored for the constant density case and 3–6 M⊙ for the power-law
case. The unshocked-ejecta mass estimates are comparable to Fe masses expected in core-collapse supernovæ with
progenitor mass 15–40 M⊙, offering a possible explanation for the lack of Fe emission observed in X-rays.

Published in The Astrophysical Journal
Available from http://arxiv.org/abs/1902.08456
and from https://doi.org/10.3847/1538-4357/ab09ea

The VLT-FLAMES Tarantula Survey XXXI. Radial velocities and
multiplicity constraints of red supergiant stars in 30Doradus
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The incidence of multiplicity in cool, luminous massive stars is relatively unknown compared to their hotter counter-
parts. In this work we present radial velocity (RV) measurements and investigate the multiplicity properties of red
supergiants (RSGs) in the 30Doradus region of the Large Magellanic Cloud using multi-epoch visible spectroscopy
from the VLT-FLAMES Tarantula Survey.
Exploiting the high density of absorption features in visible spectra of cool stars, we used a novel slicing technique to
estimate RVs of 17 candidate RSGs in 30Doradus from cross-correlation of the observations with model spectra.
We provide absolute RV measurements (precise to better than ±1 km s−1) for our sample and estimate line-of-sight
velocities for the Hodge 301 and SL 639 clusters, which agree well with those of hot stars in the same clusters. By
combining results for the RSGs with those for nearby B-type stars, we estimate systemic velocities and line-of-sight
velocity dispersions for the two clusters, obtaining estimates for their dynamical masses of log(Mdyn/M⊙) = 3.8± 0.3
for Hodge 301, and an upper limit of log(Mdyn/M⊙) < 3.1 ± 0.8 for SL 639, assuming virial equilibrium. Analysis of
the multi-epoch data reveals one RV variable, potential binary candidate (VFTS 744), which is likely a semi-regular
variable asymptotic giant branch star. Calculations of semi-amplitude velocities for a range of RSGs in model bi-
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nary systems and literature examples of binary RSGs were used to guide our RV variability criteria. We estimate
an upper limit on the observed binary fraction for our sample of 0.3; for this sample we are sensitive to maximum
periods for individual objects in the range 1 to 10 000 days and mass ratios above 0.3 depending on the data quality.
From simulations of RV measurements from binary systems given the current data, we conclude that systems within
the parameter range q > 0.3, logP [days] < 3.5 would be detected by our variability criteria at the 90% confidence
level. The intrinsic binary fraction, accounting for observational biases, is estimated using simulations of binary sys-
tems with an empirically defined distribution of parameters in which orbital periods are uniformly distributed in the
3.3 < logP [days] < 4.3 range. A range of intrinsic binary fractions are considered; a binary fraction of 0.3 is found to
best reproduce the observed data.
We demonstrate that RSGs are effective extragalactic kinematic tracers by estimating the kinematic properties, in-
cluding the dynamical masses of two LMC young massive clusters. In the context of binary evolution models, we
conclude that the large majority of our sample consists of effectively single stars that are either currently single or in
long-period systems. Further observations at greater spectral resolution or over a longer baseline, or both, are required
to search for such systems.

Accepted for publication in A&A
Available from http://arxiv.org/abs/1903.00422

Searching for stable fullerenes in space with computational chemistry
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We report a computational study of the stability and infrared (IR) vibrational spectra of neutral and singly ionised
fullerene cages containing between 44 and 70 carbon atoms. The stability is characterised in terms of the standard
enthalpy of formation per CC bond, the HOMO–LUMO gap, and the energy required to eliminate a C2 fragment.
We compare the simulated IR spectra of these fullerene species to the observed emission spectra of several planetary
nebulæ (Tc 1, SMPSMC16, and SMPLMC56) where strong C60 emission has been detected. Although we could
not conclusively identify fullerenes other than C60 and C70, our results point to the possible presence of smaller (44,
50, and 56-atom) cages in those astronomical objects. Observational confirmation of our prediction should become
possible when the James Webb Space Telescope comes online.

Published in Monthly Notices of the Royal Astronomical Society, 485, 1137 (2019)
Available from http://arxiv.org/abs/1902.03090
and from https://doi.org/10.1093/mnras/stz450
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Review Papers

The Magellanic Stream as a probe of astrophysics
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Lockman6, Naomi McClure-Griffiths7, David Nidever8, Mary Putman9, Philipp Richter10, Snežana Stanimirović5

and Thorsten Tepper-Garcia3
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Extending for over 200 degrees across the sky, the Magellanic Stream together with its Leading Arm is the most
spectacular example of a gaseous stream in the local Universe. The Stream is an interwoven tail of filaments trailing
the Magellanic Clouds as they orbit the Milky Way. Thought to be created by tidal forces, ram pressure, and halo
interactions, the Stream is a benchmark for dynamical models of the Magellanic System, a case study for gas accretion
and dwarf-galaxy accretion onto galaxies, a probe of the outer halo, and the bearer of more gas mass than all other
Galactic high velocity clouds combined. If it survives to reach the Galactic disk, it may maintain or even elevate the
Galactic star-formation rate. In this white paper, we emphasize the Stream’s importance for many areas of Galactic
astronomy, summarize key unanswered questions, and identify future observations and simulations needed to resolve
them. We stress the importance of ultraviolet, optical, and radio spectroscopy, and the need for computational models
that capture full particle and radiation treatments within an MHD environment.

Published in the Astro2020 Decadal Survey as a Science White Paper
Available from http://arxiv.org/abs/1903.04831

What do planetary nebulæ and H ii regions reveal about the chemical
evolution of nearby dwarf galaxies?

Denise R. Gonçalves1

1Valongo Observatory, Federal University of Rio de Janeiro, Brazil

The Local Group contains a great number of dwarf irregulars and spheroidals, for which the spectroscopy of individual
stars can be obtained. Thus, the chemical evolution of these galaxies can be traced, with the only need of finding
populations spanning a large age range and such that we can accurately derive the composition. Planetary nebulæ
(PNe) are old- and intermediate-age star remnants and their chemical abundances can be obtained up to 3–4 Mpc.
H ii regions, which are brighter and much easily detected, represent galaxies young content. PNe and H ii regions
share similar spectroscopic features and are analysed in the same way. Both are among the best tracers of the chem-
ical evolution allowing to draw the chemical time line of nearby galaxies. The focus in this review are the PN and
H ii region populations as constraints to the chemical evolution models and the mass–metallicity relation of the local
universe.

Published in IAU S344 ”Dwarf Galaxies: From the Deep Universe to the Present” held in Vienna
during the IAU GA in August 2018 (invited review)
Available from http://arxiv.org/abs/1902.04291
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